
ECO-FRIENDLY:
ELIMINATES POST DECAY & ROT

STOPS chemical leakage 
from treated lumber into soil

Eliminates fastener corrosion on untreated posts

STOPS cement  alkaline from deteriating posts

All size dimensions of wooden posts  
Available on Glulams, NailLam, Solid Sawn

A typical 20x40x8 building using PSI’s Green Post 
exhibits over 70 tons of uplift resistance. 

Over (4) four times more effective than other 
anchoring techniques.

LOW 2” above ground: exposure to sunlight, 
good air circulation; less susceptible to decay

HIGH 6” below ground-level to 2” above  
ground-level: moisture in soil is drawn-up from 
soil, mixes with oxygen and nutrients making 
ideal conditions for deay.

MEDIUM Greater than 6” below ground-level; 
Lack of oxygen reduces level of decay 
 by 30% to 50%

Green Post is a permanent thermoplastic 
barrier that seals treated-lumber posts

Green Post products are waterproofed  
prohiting moisture or insects, such as  
termites, from detroying posts

High-temperature boot installation process 
destroys deaying organisms in  
treated-lumb er posts.

REDUCED Labor costs SAVE $$ 
One-piece construction 
Lighter and easier to install 
Special anchors not required for installation

Green Post’s EXCLUSIVE Notch design

Superior resistance to WIND UPLIFT

Up to 4xs the uplift resistance as rebar or 
blocking methods

Eliminates the need to fabricate anchoring 
devices on the job site

www. planetsaverind.com

888/289-2210

Green Post ™ is a permanent thermoplastic barrier system that seals wooden posts 
between the column and the surrounding ground.

PROTECTS 
WOOD POSTS

AGAINST 
  DECAY & ROT

Green Post ™ encapsulates  
 “green-treat” chemicals in wood columns 

 to ensure longer protection.

STRONGER 
BUILDING

Green Post ™ Barrier System  blocks  
moisture, oxygen,  insects, such as  

termites, from penetrating the wood 
post – limits decomposition. 

STRONGER LONGER 
ADDS VALUE

Exclusive Green Post ™   
NOTCH DESIGN

Green Post ™ patented Notch Design  
 has built-in uplift prevention & is less labor intensive  

to install than traditional columns.

Green Post ™ has allowed builders to construct  
post-frame buildings where local laws and ordinances  

would not normally allow wood posts into ground.

Available for many sizes of wooden posts  
For Glulams, NailLam, Solid Sawn

CALL (888) 466-4139
2088 250th Street 

Washington, IA 52353
www.GreinerBuildings.com

AVAILABLE FROM: 
**MIDWEST DISTRIBUTOR**


